Many organizational and educational narratives sound good but are essentially delusional, and just make people feel good. They do not address the systemic, structural, and institutional transformation needed to avoid humanity's collective extinction.

Greed is Good Capitalism, fossil fuels, corporate profiteering, and shareholder indifference are killing planet Earth. We need Whole Earth Economics (WEE) to create a sustainable, flourishing planet Earth.

We have identified 12 parts of the process that need monitoring, reporting, and promotion globally to elevate human consciousness rapidly.

**The Plan**
1. Have monthly meetings on Zoom.
2. Identify programs around the world for Whole Earth Economic Education.
3. Reach students who care about Earth to form the 12 teams.
4. Students create social media.
5. Students create a crowdsourcing campaign for funds for the website.
6. Build the website.
7. Update the website.

**Build a Website for Progress on the 12 Economic Goals for Earth & Humanity with 12 Student Reporter Teams for Quarterly Updates**

**A Student Opportunity**
- Many organizational and educational narratives sound good but are essentially delusional, and just make people feel good.
- They do not address the systemic, structural, and institutional transformation needed to avoid humanity's collective extinction.
- Greed is Good Capitalism, fossil fuels, corporate profiteering, and shareholder indifference are killing planet Earth.
- We need Whole Earth Economics (WEE) to create a sustainable, flourishing planet Earth.
- We have identified 12 parts of the process that need monitoring, reporting, and promotion globally to elevate human consciousness rapidly.